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MAINE OFFICIALS GO ON OFFENSE REGARDING WHALE RULES
not the 60 percent risk reduction target assigned by the National
Marine Fisheries Service. The Commissioner will come back to
the industry in August, as promised, to share the Department’s
findings and put forward a plan to reduce risk in Maine.”

By Melissa Waterman
During July Governor Janet Mills and the Maine
Congressional delegation expressed strong opposition to
the mandate from the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) requiring additional right whale protections. In
April, states with commercial lobster fisheries were directed by NMFS to reduce the risk posed by the fishery to right
whales by between 60% and 80%. As a result, Maine lobstermen must remove 50% of all vertical lines from the water to
achieve the 60% reduction in risk.
But, as Governor Mills stated in a letter to commercial lobstermen released on July 11, “…it is clear to me — as it is
to you — that the federal government’s pending regulations
are unfair, unreasonable, and unwarranted. I will not stand
idly by as Washington attempts to threaten your livelihoods
and our way of life.” Mills cited the lack of data linking the
gear used by Maine lobstermen to any recent right whale
entanglements and deaths. Shortly after Mills sent her letter to lobstermen, the Canadian Department of Fisheries
and Oceans confirmed that eight right whales have died in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence this summer. Three more were seen
to be entangled in fishing gear in that region in July.
Mills explained that she had “directed Commissioner Keliher
to evaluate a risk reduction target for Maine that is commensurate to any actual risk posed by the Maine lobster industry –

In response, the Maine Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) commended Mills’ action. “The Maine lobster industry understands that right whales are at risk and we want to be part of
the solution. But as the Governor rightly points out, the data
show that Maine is just a small part of a large and complex
problem,” wrote MLA executive director Patrice McCarron.
“Maine’s solution must be right-sized to reflect the risk our
fishery poses to right whales. We will not implement changes
to our fishery to achieve an arbitrary goal if those measures
won’t actually benefit the right whale.”

Governor Janet Mills speaks
in support of lobstermen at
a July 21 rally in Stonington.
Photo courtesy of Knox
Village Soup.

On July 21, lobstermen turned out in force at a rally in
Stonington to protest NMFS’ actions. Governor Mills,
Senator Susan Collins, Representative Chellie Pingree and
Representative Jared Golden were in attendance. Rep. Golden
said to lobstermen, “The new NOAA regulations could put
many Maine lobstermen out of business without a guarantee
that any right whales would be saved. It is important to Maine
communities and the lobster industry that we continue to
fight against unfair rules and inaccurate information. We’re
calling for solutions based on sound science and good data
that protect lobstermen and whales.”
Continued on page 18
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COASTAL OUTLOOK
Thoughts from the MLCA president

Aquaculture is big news in Maine. Newspaper stories proclaim, “The
future looks bright for Maine’s growing aquaculture industry.” Freshfaced entrepreneurs smile for the cameras in their foul weather gear
in front of their cages or hold up long strands of kelp. To many, the
growth of aquaculture businesses appears to have come out of nowhere, a tidal wave surging along the coast of Maine.
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The reality is quite different. Maine has been in the forefront of aqua-
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Many entities, including Maine Sea Grant, have helped foster Maine’s aquaculture boom. Sea Grant photo.
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President’s

NOTES

COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

If you are a Maine lobsterman, all you have heard about this
summer is North Atlantic right whales. The endangered
species has been in the minds of lobstermen, state legislators, Maine’s Congressional delegation and Governor Mills.
Eight right whales have died in Canadian waters by the end
of July, from a population now estimated to be below 450
in number. The Department of Marine Resources (DMR)
spent long hours in June meeting with lobstermen in each
of the seven lobster zones to understand which strategies
would work best to remove 50% of Maine’s vertical lines
and the operational, safety and economic concerns associated with those changes. As our lead article this month indicates, lobstermen are up in arms about that plan and held
a rally in Stonington last month to express their concerns.
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DMR has also continued with its three-year study of the
ropes used in the state’s lobster fishery, whose preliminary
results we highlight in this issue. The study is designed
to provide better data on how lobster gear is configured
by lobstermen in different areas of the Gulf of Maine, the
functional breaking strength of vertical lines in use in the
fishery, and the strain vertical lines experience when hauling under various conditions. Some environmental organizations are promoting the notion of 1,700-pound breaking
strength rope in the fishery, which typically would allow a
right whale to break free of that rope if encountered. Data
from DMR’s research indicate that ropes fished by Maine
lobstermen featuring knots or splices often break at 1,700
pounds of strain now. The results of the project will provide
insight into which rigging methods achieve 1700-pound
breaking strength to inform gear configurations to protect
right whales in the future.

respect that I treat each of my subjects,” Grenier explained.
Summer is also the season of feasting along the shore and
lobster often serves as the centerpiece of summertime
meals. Antonina Pelletier offers a review of Maine resident
Barton Seaver’s seafood cookbook, Two if By Sea, which
is full of tasty seafood recipes. Seaver, who has served
as a chef-ambassador for the Maine Lobster Marketing
Collaborative and an international proponent of sustainable seafood, celebrates not only the iconic Maine lobster
but also familiar species such as blue mussels and cod. Bon
appetit!
I hope you are having a relaxing summer and I welcome
your feedback on this issue and future story ideas.

Subscribe to Landings, where lobstermen get their news!
You can subscribe online at
www.mlcalliance.org or send us a check
or credit card info with the form below.
Donation Amount: 
Mark Fleming

MLCAlliance is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organization, established in
2010, which achieves its charitable mission through programs in
education, research and charity.

Landings also continues our series on health issues and
lobstermen by looking at the problem of high blood pressure. The “quiet” killer — high blood pressure — afflicts
nearly half of all adults in America, many of whom have no
idea they have the condition. Untreated, high blood pressure can cause a multitude of other illnesses, including
heart attack and stroke.

In response to NMFS’ plan and lobstermen’s protests,
Governor Mills decided to take action in mid-July. As
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While the plight of right whales and of Maine lobstermen
have dominated the news this summer, other issues continued to draw attention. New or expanded aquaculture
leases have caused concern in several communities along
the coast in recent months. Landings continues its series
on aquaculture in the state with a look at the impetus for
the sector’s growth. As the article indicates, no one specific
factor triggered the growth but rather it has resulted from
a mix of private and public actions.
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Aquaculture continued from page 1
culture ventures, primarily of shellfish, for decades. The University of Maine’s
Darling Marine Center in Walpole was a hotbed of fledgling shellfish farmers in
the 1970s, led Dr. Herb Hidu. Hidu was hired to establish a shellfish aquaculture
program funded by Maine Sea Grant. He was as a pioneer in shellfish aquaculture and his stature served as a magnet for graduate students interested in
the burgeoning field. Those students then went on to establish oyster and blue
mussel farms in the nearby Damariscotta River.
Salmon aquaculture was also an early entry into the state’s aquaculture scene.
Swan’s Island had an Atlantic salmon farm and processing plant started in the
late 1980s. Mariculture Products, later renamed Island Aquaculture, operated
under local control until it was purchased by a Norwegian company in 2000
and subsequently closed in 2003. New Brunswick-based Cooke Aquaculture
took over three smaller Maine salmon aquaculture businesses in the late 1990s
and currently farms in Eastport, Machias and Bar Harbor.
But it was only when the Maine Legislature instituted a new type of aquacul-

ture license in 2006, called a Limited Purpose Aquaculture license (LPA), that
the industry took a leap forward, according to Chris Davis, director of the
Aquaculture Innovation Center (AIC) at the Darling Marine Center.
The AIC is the only center remaining of three innovation centers created by the
state Legislature in 1988 to foster development of specific business sectors (the
other two were biotechnology and forestry). The AIC focuses on research that
aquaculturists need to select the appropriate species and locations for their
businesses in Maine. “The LPA provision came in about ten years ago now and
makes it much easier to identify initial sites. It’s a way for a person to get a foot
in the water,” Davis said.
Prior to the introduction of LPAs, an individual could apply only for an experimental lease or a standard lease, both of which required extensive investments
of time, money and paperwork. In contrast, LPA licenses apply to small tracts
of submerged land, just 400 square feet in size, for one year. According to the
Department of Marine Resources (DMR), which oversees the aquaculture apContinued on page 19

Who’s Who in Maine’s Aquaculture World
Maine Aquaculture Association https://maineaqua.org
Founded in 1976, the Maine Aquaculture Association (MAA) is a membership
organization for aquaculturists. Its members grow finfish, shellfish and sea
vegetables in both fresh and saltwater using a variety of farming methods. The
MAA and its member growers are widely recognized as pioneers in the development of innovative and sustainable farming aquaculture farming practices.
Through a 14-point set of environmental guiding principles, cooperative area
management agreements, continuous member improvement training and
third party audited best management practices MAA and its members are
developing environmentally sustainable aquaculture for Maine and beyond.

The Maine Aquaculture Innovation Center https://www.maineaquaculture.org

The Aquaculture Research Institute at the University of Maine
https://umaine.edu/aquaculture
The Aquaculture Research Institute (ARI), established in 2009, brings together researchers and faculty from multiple disciplines at UMaine, key industry
partners, and applied R&D opportunities, to enable UMaine’s aquaculture research portfolio to embrace the entire innovation development pipeline.
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The MAIC operates the Center for Cooperative Aquaculture Research (CCAR)
at the Darling Marine Center, which makes available aquaculture facilities to
companies looking to diversify or test new ideas and to those in initial startup phases. It also oversees the Aquaculture Business Incubator at the Darling
Center, which features two 550 square foot lab/culture spaces adjacent to the
Flowing Seawater Laboratory. Furthermore, office spaces and a 700 square
foot dry laboratory are available in the Marine Culture Laboratory.
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The Center was established in 1988 by the Maine Legislature with a mission
to assist in developing economically and environmentally sustainable aquaculture opportunities in Maine. MAIC sponsors and facilitates innovative research and development projects involving food, pharmaceuticals, and other
products from sustainable aquatic systems; invests in the enhancement of
aquaculture capacity in Maine; serves as a source of educational information

to enhance public visibility and acceptance of aquaculture; and encourages
strategic alliances tasked with promoting research, technology transfer, and
the commercialization of aquaculture research.
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DMR ROPE STUDY REVEALS OPTIONS FOR WEAK ROPE
By F B Environmental Associates
The Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction Team (TRT) met
in April 2019 and recommended new regulatory measures for the lobster fishery in the Northeast. The National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) set a target to reduce
the risk of entanglement to North Atlantic right whales
by 60 percent. While the State of Maine has recently challenged the 60% goal and is currently assessing its own risk
reduction target, each state or lobster management area
is working to define regional strategies to reduce the risk
of entanglement to right whales in their area. The Maine
Department of Marine Resources (DMR) staff is currently gathering information on what can be accomplished
through meetings with the lobster industry. Potential
measures could include a combination of trawl minimums
by distance from shore, trap reductions, and the use of
weaker rope on all or a portion of vertical lines.

the lowest response rate, and Zone D, the third largest zone, had the highest response rate.The survey collected data on the area
fished, traps per trawl, and vertical line configuration.
Preliminary findings support what was generally understood about the Maine lobster fishery — gear configurations and rope diameter used in vertical lines increase as
gear is fished further from shore.

In addition to the gear survey, project partners collected
used vertical line samples in order to test the breaking
strength of rope. Understanding the breaking strength
of vertical lines already in use helps inform regulations
that outline weak rope requirements. As of June 2019, 215
breaking strength tests have been completed. The manufacturers and types of rope varied, and the average age of
the rope ranged from 3 to 6 seasons. Preliminary findings
show the smaller the rope diameter, the lower the breaking strength regardless of rope type, and that the presence of knots and splices significantly lower the breaking
DMR recognized that data on the diversity of gear and
Tests of more than 200 ropes docustrength of the rope. Survey results show that 96% of ropes
vertical line configurations in the fleet were missing in
ment the reduction in breaking
currently fished are modified with a knot, splice, or both.
the TRT management discussions, and applied for fundstrength from knots and splices.
Forty-eight percent have both knots and splices. Given the
ing through the Section 6 Species Recovery Grants to
DMR photo.
lower breaking strengths of ropes with knots and splices,
States program. The project aimed to develop a baseline
most of the rope being fished has a functional breaking
of information by region and relative to gear’s use by disstrength that is less than the manufacturers’ breaking strength. This suggests
tance from shore. Awarded in the summer of 2018, the project includes three
that using certain types of knots and splices that are already being fished will
parts: a gear survey, testing the functional breaking strength of vertical lines in
help meet weak rope requirements. Preliminary results demonstrate that rope
use in the fishery, and understanding the strain vertical lines are under when
weakens as it it fished. Data show a significant, negative relationship between
hauling under various conditions. The survey was conducted in August 2018
the breaking strength of rope and number of seasons fished.
through January 2019 in collaboration with Maine Lobstermen’s Association,
DMR tested the relationMassachusetts Lobstermen’s Association, the Atlantic Offshore Lobstermen’s
ship between rope breaking
Association, the University of Maine, New Hampshire Fish and Game, and the
strength, diameter, rope modRhode Island Department of Environmental Management.
ifications, and number of seaIn total, the survey had 647 responses from Maine, 139 responses from
sons fished. Results show that
Massachusetts, 57 responses from New Hampshire, 13 responses from Rhode
both diameter, rope modificaIsland, and 11 responses from offshore fishermen. The survey was available
tions, and number of seasons
through an online portal on the DMR website. In Maine, Massachusetts and
fished significantly impact
Area 3, the survey was also administered by phone. Within Maine, the responsbreaking strength. Rope dies were distributed across Zones A through G, Zone A, the largest zone, had
ameter and modifications
have the strongest influence
on breaking strength followed
by the number of seasons
fished. A major concern with
proposed weak rope requireSAME DAY SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Some of the ropes tested by DMR.
ments is the potential impact
DMR photo.
to the safety of fishing opera“THINKING OF BUILDING A NEW BOAT?”
tions. The project team docuLET US QUOTE YOU ON A POWER STEERING OR A POT HAULER.
mented the strain vertical lines are under while being hauled in varying fishing conditions and gear configurations. Eleven fishermen have participated to
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date.
Based on the initial research findings, vertical line strain is most impact• ALUMINUM BACKPLATE
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DMR, FB Environmental Associates (FBE), and the University of Maine are continuing to collect load cell data to understand where and how weaker ropes can
be fished safely. Additionally, testing is being conducted to modify existing gear
to achieve a weak rope equivalent for consideration as regulations are developed. Lastly, project partners will talk with fishermen to improve understanding
of how any trawling up requirements will affect the strain that vertical lines are
under. These data will provide insight as the lobster industry determines best
fishing practices, and alternative fishing set ups to meet the new regulations.
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
Maine Lobstermen’s
Association

STEAMING AHEAD

•••

Advocating for a
sustainable lobster resource
and the fishermen and
communities that depend
on it since 1954.
President: Kristan Porter
Cutler, 259-3306
1st VP: John Williams
Stonington, 367-2731
2nd VP: Dustin Delano
Friendship, 542-7241
Sec/Treasurer: Donald Young
Cushing, 596-3094
Directors
Bob Baines, Spruce Head, 596-0177
Sonny Beal, Beals Island, 497-3440
Laurin Brooks, Kennebunk, 468-2165
Herman Coombs, Orr’s Island, 807-8596
Gerry Cushman, Port Clyde, 372-6429
Jim Dow, Bass Harbor, 288-9846
Jamien Hallowell, S. Bristol, 677-0148
Robert Ingalls, Bucks Harbor, 255-3418
Mark Jones, Boothbay, 633-6054
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island, 526-4109
Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244-4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372-6941
Mike Sargent, Steuben, 460-1316
Willis Spear, Yarmouth, 846-9279
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 829-2109
John Tripp, Spruce Head, 691-9744
Chris Welch, Kennebunk, 205-2093

Staff
•••
Executive Director
Patrice McCarron
patrice@mainelobstermen.org
Membership Director
Andi Pelletier
andi@mainelobstermen.org

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
2 Storer St., Suite 203
Kennebunk, ME 04043
207.967.4555
www.mainelobstermen.org
BOARD OF DIRECTORS’
MEETING SCHEDULE

All meetings take place in
Belfast, unless otherwise
indicated.
No meeting in August
September 11, 5 p.m.,
Darby’s restaurant

The following opinion piece by Patrice McCarron, executive
director of the Maine Lobstermen’s Association, was published in the Portland Press Herald on July 27.
As Executive Director of the Maine Lobstermen’s
Association (MLA), I applaud Governor Mills’ July 11
Message to Maine’s Lobster Industry acknowledging the
federal government’s “disturbing lack of evidence connecting the Maine lobster industry to recent right whale
deaths.”
Maine’s lobstermen understand that right whales are at
risk and we are committed to being part of the solution.
But as Governor Mills rightly points out, the data show
that Maine is just a small part of a complex problem.
Lobstermen recognize that the right whale population will
not improve without everyone doing their part to aid in
the species’ recovery. However, assigning 60% of the risk to
our fishery, which has only one confirmed right whale entanglement dating back to 2002 and zero confirmed serious injuries or mortalities,
will not save the species.
Maine’s solution must reflect the actual risk Maine
lobstermen pose to right
whales. We should not
be forced to implement
changes to achieve an arbitrary goal if those measures won’t realistically
help the right whale population recover.

quires Maine lobstermen to implement whale-safe measures there. Published data show that since 2010, changes
in ocean conditions have led to major shifts in right whale
distribution, making them even more rare in the waters off
the Maine coast.
So what is happening to right whales? Accumulating
evidence points to climate as a crucial factor in determining right whale distribution, food availability, overall
health, birth rates, as well as injury and mortality rates.
Importantly, the changing climate has affected the distribution of the copepod, Calanus finmarchicus, the
right whale’s preferred food. Large aggregations of right
whales have followed shifting copepod aggregations to
Massachusetts’ Cape Cod Bay during winter and Canada’s
Gulf of St. Lawrence during summer where they spend significant time feeding.
Massachusetts lobstermen do not fish those waters where
more than half the population of right whales are feeding
during the winter. The U.S. has also implemented a successful plan to shift shipping
traffic and slow ships in U.S.
waters when right whales are
present.

The current crisis for right
whales was set into motion
when large numbers of them
began feeding in Canada’s
Gulf of St. Lawrence where
no effective whale protection measures were in place.
Since 2016, 15 right whale
deaths and three serious inPhoto courtesy of Peter Ralston, Peter Ralston
The MLA fully supports
juries have been attributed to
Gallery.
Governor Mills’ request
Canadian vessel strikes and
that the Department of
gear entanglements. There are
Marine Resources “evaluate a risk reduction target for simply no mitigation measures that Maine lobstermen can
Maine that is commensurate to any actual risk posed by implement that would have prevented these tragedies.
the Maine lobster industry.”
Under the leadership of the Mills Administration, Maine
What is often lost in this debate is that the population of will not sit idly by during this crisis. In addition to idenNorth Atlantic right whales was only 295 in 1997 when tifying measures to reduce the risk Maine’s lobster fishfederal regulators first required U.S. fishermen to imple- ery poses to right whales, the Mills Administration has
ment conservation measures. In the ensuing years, the pledged to expand and uniquely mark Maine lobster gear
right whale population increased to more than 450 whales. to increase confidence that any unidentified rope removed
During this time, Maine lobstermen adopted many meas- from whales did not originate from Maine, and to require
ures including removing floating line from the surface of all Maine lobstermen to report where and when they fish
the water, adding weak links to help whales break free in order to track potential overlap with whales.
from buoy lines, replacing 27,000 miles of floating line between traps with whale safe rope that sinks, removing 30% Thank you, Governor Mills, for standing with Maine lobof Maine’s buoy lines, and marking Maine’s gear to identify stermen in seeking whale protection measures that reflect
the risk posed by our fishery, and demanding sound scithe origin of gear if a whale becomes entangled.
ence to provide assurance that the sacrifices our lobsterThe National Marine Fisheries Service concluded in its men make will actually aid in the recovery of the right
2008 Final Rule that “NMFS believes large whales rarely whale population.
occur inside many of Maine’s bays, harbors, or inlets...”
These waters were exempted from the federal whale plan,
but as a precautionary measure, the state of Maine still re-

MLA DIRECTORS MEETING
The MLA Board of Directors met on July 10 in Belfast. The
summer membership renewal is underway. Business renewals are in process and harvester renewals will go out
in August. Membership director Andi Pelletier spent the
day at the Stonington Lobster Boat races speaking with
lobstermen and signing up new members. She will be at
the Winter Harbor and Long Island lobster boat races in
August. The Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance
fourth Lobstermen’s Relief Fund benefit is scheduled for
Friday, August 30 at Cooks Lobster and Ale House.
Board members reported that lobster landings remain
very slow, and bait has not been an issue thus far. Most
docks are sourcing a variety of baits. Quotes for fresh herring have been high so lobstermen are looking at other bait

sources. The state allocation menhaden fishery closed on
June 30 because the 2.4 million pound quota was exceeded.
The episodic menhaden fishery opened July 15.The Atlantic
States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC) voted to
open the directed Area 1A herring fishery on July 15.
The Mills administration is currently filling seats on the
Maine Climate Council, including one designated for fisheries. Since the work of this Council could have a significant impact on all Maine fisheries, the MLA board voted to
put several names forward to serve on the Climate Council
and its coastal and fisheries subcommittee.
The MLA board next discussed its general support for
aquaculture in Maine but also noted that it remains concerned over the number of new leases, the size of many of
those leases and the state’s procedure in consulting existContinued on page 6
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ing users in the lease application process. The MLA board voted to support
advocating that DMR require solicitation of input from area fishermen at a preapplication meeting to ensure that existing users are fully considered before
any aquaculture lease siting decisions are made.

protect right whales “In the past three years there has not been one entanglement [of a right whale] off Maine,” stated Senator Susan Collins. “NOAA needs
to concentrate on where the whales really are. Now is the time for NOAA to
listen to you.”

DMR held whale meetings in each of Maine’s lobster zones in June. There was
considerable concern and pushback from lobstermen on the strawman proposals developed by DMR on trawling up and possible trap reductions in order to
meet the federal risk reduction target. The MLA board echoed these concerns
over how to find a solution that would keep small boats safe, allow the fleet to
remain profitable, keep traps fishing efficiently, and ensure that management
measures actually benefit whales. The board of directors reiterated its concern
that the risk reduction goal is too aggressive for Maine and does not accurately
reflect the risk the Maine fishery poses to right whales.

“We’ve got the Maine Lobstermen’s Association and Lobster207 fighting together on an issue where there’s common cause and people pulling together
with everyone from all of these different communities,” stated Congressman
Jared Golden. “I know how you are all feeling the way that people sometimes
talk about you [is] as part of the problem when you know that you’re not… It’s
upsetting. You know that you care about the environment, you care about the
marine economy, you care about marine mammals.”

The MLA has been contacted about the possibility of asking the Legislature
to reallocate Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative(MLMC) funds to support
fighting the whale rules. Sonny Beal, who serves on the MLMC board, stated that
the MLMC has dedicated a portion of its current budget to working on public relations related to the whale rules. To date, the MLMC has created a video showing Maine lobstermen’s commitment to sustainability, including right whale protections, and created an information hub on Maine lobster and right whales. The
MLA board was not in support of reallocating MLMC funds.
The MLA and other industry leaders met with Governor Mills on July 9 to express
frustration with the risk reduction targets being sought under the evolving federal whale rules. The Governor heard these concerns loud and clear and pledged
her support. The MLA encouraged Maine’s Congressional delegation to craft a
letter to President Trump seeking relief from the rules for Maine lobstermen.
DMR will hold a second round of meetings in each lobster zone in August and
September. The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) will hold four scoping meetings to get input on the development of federal whale rules in August.
The MLA Board held a closed session to discuss its evolving whale strategy and
legal options. The MLA will not meet in August; the next board meeting will be
in early September.
LOBSTER INDUSTRY MEETING WITH GOVERNOR MILLS
Kristan Porter and Patrice McCarron met with Governor Mills on July 9 as part
of an industry meeting to update the Governor on lobstermen’s concerns with
the developing federal whale rules. The meeting included representatives from
the Maine Lobstering Union, DMR and state legislators, including Genevieve
McDonald, Speaker Sara Gideon and President Troy Jackson. Prior to the
meeting, Commissioner Keliher updated the Governor on the issue and on the
outcome of June’s meetings. The Governor expressed strong concern over the
magnitude of reductions sought by federal regulators given the lack of data
linking the Maine lobster fishery to right whale deaths or serious injuries. The
Governor listened intently to the concerns raised and pledged her strong support. Two days later, the Governor issued a letter to Maine lobstermen,
LOBSTERMEN HOLD RALLY IN STONINGTON
Stonington lobsterman, Julie Eaton, organized a rally on the Stonington Fish
Pier on Sunday, July 21. On her FaceBook page, she posted, “It is official!! We
are holding a Lobstermen’s Rally (NOT a protest) a peaceful Rally on July 21st
on the Stonington Commercial Fish Pier. The purpose of this rally is to inform
the public that we are not killing whales in Maine, voice our concerns about the
proposed whale regulations and how they will not only affect our own futures
and safety but the future of our children and our coastal communities. All are
welcomed to attend!!!”
Lobstermen turned out in
high numbers along with
Senator Susan Collins,
Representatives
Pingree
and Golden and Governor
Mills. The rally drew more
than 300 lobstermen, family members and industry
supporters, as well as state
legislators and fishing industry representatives.

A heartfelt sign greets visitors travelling to
the Stonington rally. MLA photo.

Maine’s
Congressional
delegation and Governor
Mills all spoke in support of
Maine’s lobstermen as they
face a possible 50% reduction in endlines in order to

“As Governor, I will always defend our lobster industry which is why I have directed Commissioner Keliher to evaluate a risk reduction target for Maine that
is commensurate to any actual risk posed by the lobster industry,” Governor
Mills told the audience. “We are committed to pursuing solutions based on
sound science that protect both lobstermen and Right Whales.”
Lobsterman Philip Torrey of Winter Harbor said what many were thinking.
“We’ve done everything they’ve asked us to. They can’t show where we’re killing
right whales or even seen right whales. And yet every time that you think you’ve
done what you’re supposed to do and taken a step forward, you take a deep
sigh and take about five steps back,” he said. Congresswoman Chellie Pingree
summed it up, “There’s a right way to do this and a wrong way. These regulations aren’t the way.”
BAIT
Menhaden
Maine’s state-allocated 2019 menhaden quota of 2,438,677 lbs. was reached by
the final week of June. During the state-allocated fishery, DMR reported 87 harvesters declared into the fishery and 56 of those were active and reporting daily.
The estimated 234 trips completed during the state fishery were predominantly trips landing less than 6,000 lbs. (107 trips) or trips landing more than 6,000
lbs. but less than 30,000 lbs. (90 trips). Trips that had landings between 30,000
and 60,000 lbs. or greater than 60,000 lbs. were 10.2 % and 5.6% of the fishery,
respectively. Preliminary estimates for landings indicate that the state quota
was exceeded by 1.5 million lbs.; landing reports are still being received. The
bulk of landings occurred during the final four days of June.
The menhaden episodic fishery in Maine (EESA) opened on July 15 with a quota
of 4.7 million lbs. More than 528 active Commercial Pelagic and Anadromous
license permits issued, with over 159 of those declared into the fishery for the
onset of the EESA. DMR estimated the harvest capacity of this fleet to be more
than 2 million lbs. weekly, therefore DMR reduced the weekly harvest limit by
one truck to avoid the depletion of the menhaden supply at a time when it may
not be readily used. Menhaden have now been observed in state waters from
Kittery to Downeast Maine.
Maine’s state allocation menhaden fishery reopened from July 22 to July 28 due
to the addition of quota of 4 million lbs. transferred from partnering states.
Daily reporting was required for all harvesters who declared into the fishery.
The small scale/incidental menhaden fishery opened on July 29. Regulations include a daily trip limit of 6,000 lbs.; immediate storage of all catch in barrels or
totes; transfer at sea prohibited; harvest may occur seven days a week; and monthly reporting required through either standard paper logbook or online via LEEDS.
Herring
ASMFC opened the Area 1A period 2 herring fishery on July 14, allowing
Category A vessels to land herring four consecutive days per week. One landing of up to 160,000 lbs. (4 trucks) is allowed per 24 hour period.

2019 Atlantic Herring Landings
For data through July 25, 2019
Area

Quota 2019
4,184

% 2019 Quota
Landed YTD
0%

Cumulative
Catch 2019 YTD
4.6

Landings at this
time last year
5,851

1A*
1B

628

0%

0

0

2

4,062

116%

4,721

6,674

3

5,700

20%

1,122

1,178

Total

14,574

40%

5,844

11,099
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July 10, 2019
Dear Mr. President:
We write to urge your intervention in a matter of serious economic importance
to the State of Maine. The livelihoods of thousands of hardworking lobstermen
and women are currently under grave threat from new regulations under development by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
The voices of hard-working Americans — like lobstermen — are too often
ignored by the governing process. Your administration has made a point of
targeting regulations that you believe are ill-conceived or overly burdensome.
By applying the same logic to Maine’s lobster industry and intervening in the
implementation of NOAA’s regulations on Maine lobstermen, you can prevent
unfair harm to an iconic Maine industry and save many good American jobs.
Maine’s historic lobster industry is an economic engine for our state, directly
producing almost $500 million in revenue and an estimated $1 billion in total
economic impact each year. This industry supports 4,500 lobstermen and their
families, as well as thousands of others employed by lobster dealers and seafood processors, vessel and trap manufacturers, restaurants and businesses,
and rural communities along Maine’s coast.
Under pressure of threatened lawsuits to protect the endangered North Atlantic
right whale, and the development of an Endangered Species Act (ESA) Section
7 review of the American lobster fishery, NOAA is pushing forward with the
development of new regulations that will force significant economic hardship
on Maine lobstermen without clear evidence that these regulations will have a
positive impact on whale conservation efforts.
This is not the first time that Maine lobstermen have been subjected to NOAA
regulations regarding right whales. Past administrations have imposed similar
measures that provided little positive effect on the struggling whale population,
but required significant operational adaptations by lobstermen who have had to
bear safety and economic costs. Maine lobstermen have already incorporated significant changes to their gear, including weak links, converting to sinking rope between traps, and removing thirty percent of their buoy lines from the Gulf of Maine.
Meanwhile, some Canadian fisheries continue to use heavier gear or floating
lines that are more likely to cause a serious entanglement. In the past two years,
fourteen of twenty-two confirmed right whale deaths were found in Canadian
waters. So far in 2019, there have been six right whale deaths, all of which took
place in Canada. Three of those deaths have been attributed to ship strikes,
not fishing gear entanglements. And three right whales have suffered non-fatal
rope entanglements in Canadian waters this year compared to no such incidences in the Gulf of Maine.

and the development of an ESA Section 7 review for the American lobster fishery, NOAA is moving forward with mandated vertical trap line reductions that
may look good on paper, but are unlikely to prevent right whale deaths. There
is no worse government regulation than one that will both fail to produce the
desired outcome and impose severe economic hardships upon working men
and women and the communities they support.
We want you to know that
a failure of the lobster fishery would devastate entire
Maine communities. All of
us know too well what happens to Maine towns when
an anchor industry fails;
they nearly disintegrate, and
it can take decades to recover. This must be avoided.

Gov. Mills and Sen. Susan Collins talk
at the Stonington lobstermen’s rally.
Penobscot Bay Press photo.

For centuries, Maine lobstermen have been responsible stewards of our marine resources. Indeed, their livelihoods depend on it. That is why successful efforts by NOAA to save the right whales
must focus on developing effective regulations that will actually reduce the risk to
right whales while limiting negative impacts on fishermen.
We, along with the lobster industry in Maine, stand ready to work with your administration to achieve that outcome. We would be pleased to meet with you or
your staff personally as well as to facilitate a meeting with Maine lobstermen to
discuss this situation. We know from experience that they would greatly appreciate having an opportunity to have their voices heard.

Continued on page 8

In the regulatory process, Maine lobstermen have been largely forgotten.
This dynamic was evident in April, when NOAA’s Atlantic Large Whale Take
Reduction Team (ALWTRT) announced plans to reduce the perceived risk of
death to these whales from vertical trap lines by 60 percent, despite the fact
that Maine lobster gear has not been conclusively tied to any of these tragic
deaths.
As a result of strong pressure from NOAA and out of concern that their dissent
would lead to more stringent rope or trap reductions, Maine lobstermen and
industry representatives participating in the ALWTRT meeting agreed to these
measures. Their concern was warranted given that NOAA’s Deputy Assistant
Administrator for Fisheries warned ALWTRT members that if they did not put
forward ideas, NOAA would formulate a plan for them without industry input.
The Maine Department of Resources (DMR) staff participating also agreed to
these measures while reserving the right to object to the final rule as implemented by NOAA. Furthermore, conservation groups on the ALWTRT were
openly advocating for a 100 percent line reduction to so-called “rope-less fishing,” which given the lack of existing effective technology, would likely result in
shutting down the lobster fishery altogether.
Numerous stakeholders in the ALWTRT process, including the Maine DMR
and the New Hampshire Department of Fish and Game, have raised concerns
that the risk reduction tool used by NOAA in this process is flawed because
it assigns higher risk to regions with more fishing gear rather than to regions
with more whales present in the water.
NOAA officials have also admitted that the tool has not been through a scientific peer review, a cornerstone of fishery management decisions. NOAA has
also stopped flying aerial surveys in the Gulf of Maine, leaving it with limited
information about whales in the Gulf of Maine to use as inputs for the risk
reduction tool. NOAA has shifted its limited aerial resources to Canada which
may potentially indicate it believes Canadian waters to be an area of greater
risk, a belief that is shared by Maine lobstermen who clearly state that right
whales have been spotted in their fishing areas only a handful of times in the
past decade.
In summary, under pressure from the ongoing lawsuit filed against the agency

NEED A LENDER

WHO UNDERSTANDS YOU ?

Farm Credit East specializes in providing loans and lines of credit
to Maine’s commercial ﬁshing industry. With long- and short-term ﬁnancing
options for real estate, boats and equipment, Farm Credit East is the right choice
for you. We provide attractive rates and solid advice for aquatic businesses of
every type and size. Our lending experts understand your business.
Call them today at the branch ofﬁce closest to you.

LOANS AND LEASES FOR:
BOATS • TRUCKS • REAL ESTATE • PERMITS
BAIT STORAGE FACILITIES • WHARVES • EQUIPMENT
HAUL OUT AND REPAIR • OPERATING LINES

800.831.4230 | FARMCREDITEAST.COM
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Governor Mills letter to Maine lobstermen
July 11, 2019
Dear Maine Lobster Industry Member,
In light of pending federal regulations to protect right whales, Commissioner
Keliher has held a series of Zone Council meetings to gather feedback from
Maine’s fishermen about how these regulations could impact your operations,
your livelihood, our economy, and our state. I am grateful to the more than
1,200 fishermen who took the time to participate in these meetings and share
their views.
Commissioner Keliher has briefed me on what he learned, and it is clear to
me — as it is to you — that the federal government’s proposed regulations are
unfair, unreasonable, and unwarranted. I will not stand idly by as Washington
attempts to threaten your livelihoods and our way of life.
Maine’s lobster industry is a critical pillar of our state’s economy and it is that
way because of your hard-work and that of generations before you. To people
around the world, Maine lobster is more than just a culinary delicacy, it is a
proud symbol of our state’s strong work-ethic and our unshakable grit and determination. Today, Maine’s 4,800-plus commercial harvesters and nearly three
hundred wholesale dealers support their families, breathe life into their communities, provide jobs, and help sustain a unique and treasured way of life.
But Maine lobstermen also face mounting challenges, like questionable tariffs
out of Washington and a worsening bait shortage. These issues are difficult
enough to confront without the heavy hand of the federal government trying to
make life even harder for you through misguided regulations — ones not even
supported by data.

There is a disturbing lack of evidence connecting the Maine lobster industry to
recent right whale deaths. To the contrary, the six right whale deaths in Canada
this year, in addition to the three right whales recently discovered entangled in
Canadian waters, are evidence that the Maine lobster fishery is not the primary
problem for right whales.
Based on the lack of evidence connecting the Maine lobster fishery to recent
right whale mortalities and the risk of negatively and profoundly altering our
fisheries because of these pending regulations, I have directed Commissioner
Keliher to evaluate a risk reduction target for Maine that is commensurate
to any actual risk posed by the Maine lobster industry – not the 60 percent
risk reduction target assigned by the National Marine Fisheries Service. The
Commissioner will come back to the industry in August, as promised, to share
the Department’s findings and put forward a plan to reduce risk in Maine.
Maine may be known across the globe for its lobster, but the federal government should know, too, that it underestimates our determination to protect
this great state and the fishermen, like you, who are at the heart of it. My
Administration will not allow any bureaucrat to undermine our lobster industry or our economy with foolish, unsupported, and ill-advised regulations. I
stand with you and I will do everything I can as your Governor to protect your
rights and your livelihoods and defend Maine’s lobster industry in the face of
absurd federal overreach.
Sincerely,
Janet T. Mills, Governor

Former Governor LePage Letter to President Trump
July 16, 2019

Here are the facts:

Dear Mr. President,

Maine’s lobster industry switched to marked gear and weak links in the late
1990s to reduce entanglements and allow for any entanglement involving gear
from Maine to be identified as such. The whale population almost doubled
since the adoption of those changes. Maine’s lobster fishery adopted additional
modifications in 2009 and 2014.

I hope you and the First Lady are well. Ann and I are spending this summer in
Mid-Coast Maine, at the center of our world-renown lobster industry. The customers coming into the restaurant where Ann and I work have shared a great
deal of information on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA) proposed regulations to protect the North Atlantic right whale. I have
grave concerns about the disproportionate effect these rules would have on
Maine’s lobster fishery and our people.
Although well-intended, there is no evidence to support that the proposed restrictions on lobstering in Maine waters will save even one whale. This is unfortunately another federal overreach in response to big money environmentalists. It will hurt one of the last great fisheries in America: Maine lobster. I am
not saying the loss of right whales is not a problem it is; but penalizing Maine
fishermen won’t save these whales.
Facing- and trying to avoid- an environmental-group lawsuit under the
Endangered Species Act, NOAA wants a 50 percent reduction in the number of
Maine’s end lines, which are the fishing ropes connecting lobster traps on the
ocean floor to the buoys. This 50 percent reduction, as Maine is almost 80 percent of the U.S. lobster fishery, will generate a 60 percent risk reduction to right
whales per the regulator’s risk calculation tool. For perspective, a 40 percent
reduction is a decrease of almost 400,000 lines.
Here’s the bottom line: This is a statistical shell game. Our lobstermen and
-women are in the sea; scientists are in the lab. Reducing risk on a computer
model is not the same as saving whales. Maine’s coast is not where the right
whales are getting killed. Yet this proposal is being pushed as a solution, an
exorbitant one.
To meet the quota of fewer end Iines, our lobster fishery is being forced to
choose how they will gut their industry and livelihood: relinquish up to half
their lobster traps, increase the number of traps fished on each line (going
from 20 to 40 in deep ocean water, which smaller boats cannot handle due to
the increased weight and loss of deck space), partially close the inshore fishery,
or a combination.
Maine’s 4,500 commercial lobster fishermen are small, family-owned businesses- not large conglomerates. These actions would significantly shrink the
industry, not only costing significant revenue in an already strained industry,
but also increasing the safety risk. Lobstering is hard, dangerous work. Our
industry takes safety seriously; these rules will make it much more dangerous.
Furthermore, Maine’s lobster industry is one of the most sustainable fisheries
on Earth. Our commercial lobstermen and -women care for marine life and are
outstanding stewards of our environment. To paint these hard-working, small
businesspeople as whale killers, as these environmental groups are doing, is purporting a lie to the good American people, who sincerely want to save whales.

The vast majority of deaths have
occurred in Canadian waters and
in U.S. waters south of Maine.
The spike in whale deaths began
around 2010, and what NOAA
terms a “mass event” started in
2017. None of the “mass event”
deaths occurred in Maine waters.
Right whales do get entangled in
fishing gear, but the gear- like gill
nets and crab traps-could be from
anywhere along the Atlantic seaboard where the whales swim. A
study (published last month in
Julie Eaton addresses the crowd at
the journal Diseases of Aquatic
the July lobstermen rally. MLA photo.
Organisms) reviewed all 70 right
whale deaths from 2003- 2018;
entanglement was identified as the cause of death in 22 cases, 14 of which were
recognized as Canadian snow crab fishing gear, I was identified as U.S. gear, and
the remainder unidentified.
Other factors contributing to or correlating with the spike in right whale fatalities since 2010:
The six deaths in 2019, as of the date of this letter, occurred in Canadian waters,
with three deaths preliminarily linked to ship strikes. Canada lowers the speed
for ships in shipping channels upon a whale sighting; yet Maine lobstermen
have reported that they are still clocking ships exceeding the speed limits at
almost double the speed. Studies have also found that ocean noise from ships
can be a significant source of stress, which may be affecting both calving and
the increase in ship strikes.
NOAA has continued to grant seismic testing permits in the areas where the
whales roam. This testing has been preliminarily tied to interfering with the
whales’ sonar.
The U.S. Navy, this past fall, implemented changes to its activities near right
whale habitat along the east coast and especially off the coast of Florida near
the whale’s calving habitat. The risks to the whales from the Navy’s various testing and training also includes entanglement, ship strikes, and sonar interference. Time will tell whether these changes have a positive effect on the population, especially the number of calves born, which has fallen in recent years.
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Offshore wind turbines generate vibrations that also may interfere with whale
sonar. Troublesome about this problem: the offshore wind industry is backed
by several of the same big environmental groups now portraying our lobster
fishery as whale killers. Moreover, the lobster fishery’s need to access the Gulf
of Maine presents an obstacle to the growth of offshore wind. Reducing the
fishery may have a tangible, financial benefit for offshore wind’s investors and
the environmental groups the investors support. This is a significant conflict of
interest and our lobster industry will never have enough money to fight them.
You and I, as businessmen, do not fear lawsuits. Bureaucrats do. Instead of accepting the lawsuit and having these issues and the related science aired in
court to allow reasonable people to arrive at reasonable, common-sense solutions, NOAA is caving, making Maine’s lobster industry the scapegoat. As with
Maine’s softwood lumber industry, Maine’s lobster industry is collateral damage. How much can a small, poor, hardworking state like Maine take from the
1,000-pound gorilla at NOAA?
The process by which NOAA has handled this issue has been marked by poor
communication, a lack of notice, and a rush to implement; it has been the epitome of federal bureaucracy and the opposite of how government should operate. This entire rulemaking process has been a disservice to the hardworking
people in this industry, our state, and the American taxpayer.
Therefore, based on our discussions, we offer the following suggestions to address this issue:
•

Take action on known facts, not speculation. Use real data.

•

Identify what else has changed in the right whale’s habitat since 2010, since
lobstering hasn’t.

•

Put the resources and the regulations where the whales are dying, which is
not the Gulf of Maine. Regulations must be specific to how/where the fishing and entanglements happen, not one-size fits all.

•

Require NOAA to give equal attention to all possible factors rather than
single out those unable to fight back by choosing one causal factor to provide a big statistical change but not a real-world change, destroying one of
our planet’s most sustainable fisheries in the process.

•

Conduct better research on what gear is causing fatal entanglements;

without it, lobstermen will continue to bear the burden for every fishery
whose gear entangles a right whale anywhere in the Atlantic Ocean.
•

Work with Canada to increase entanglement identification and response.
Review the regulations implemented since 2009 to identify any unintended
consequences harmful to whales.

•

Increase research, including more flyovers, on whale migration in the Gulf of
Maine. Maine’s lobster fleet already report whale sightings. They could be a valuable partner in whale protection; instead, NOAA is making them the enemy.

•

Let the lawsuit go forward. NOAA must be an impartial arbiter rather than
caving to big-money environmentalists. Continuous lawsuits are not a solution either, but this calls for independent review.

Maine’s entire lobster industry is in turmoil because these businesses cannot
plan what their next year will look like. This issue reminds me of the plight of
the coal miners in West Virginia for whom you have advocated so passionately.
Liberal environmentalists disparage the hard, dangerous jobs done by real people.
Maine lobster is an American icon, as is the image of our lobstermen and
-women--smalI businesses whose families have gone to sea for decades and
who care deeply about our environment, including whales. Unfortunately,
Maine is collateral damage when it comes to farming, fishing, and forestryour prime industries. All we hear is how the federal government’s decisions on
trade and tariffs are better for the country. The good people of Maine need to
be a priority. In the meantime, let’s use common sense and take action that will
truly protect the right whales.
Sincerely,
Paul R LePage

MLA President Kristan Porter’s Letter to the Bangor Daily News
July 20, 2019

to identify its origin. Efforts by U.S. fishermen supported an increase in the whale population from
295 to 450 whales during this time.

I applaud Gov. Janet Mills’ pledge to ensure that any new whale protection
measures reflect the actual risk posed by Maine’s lobster fishery and are based
on sound science to ensure these sacrifices will benefit right whales.
Maine lobstermen remain committed to being part of the solution. But we cannot solve a problem that occurs largely outside of Maine waters. Research points
to climate change as the critical factor in determining right whale distribution
and health. Large numbers of right whales now feed primarily in Massachusetts’
Cape Cod Bay and Canada’s Gulf of St. Lawrence.
While right whales are rare along Maine’s coast, lobstermen adopted many
whale conservation measures over the past 20 years, including removing floating line at the water’s surface, adding weak links to buoy lines, removing 27,000
miles of floating groundline, removing 30 percent of buoy lines and marking gear

Now the federal government is asking Maine lobstermen for an additional 60 percent risk reduction. This does not pass the straight face test for
a fishery that has only one confirmed right whale
entanglement and no confirmed mortalities.
Maine lobstermen stand ready to help right
whales recover. But as Governor Mills rightly
points out, Maine’s solution must reflect the real
risk our fishery poses to right whales. Maine lobstermen should not be forced to implement changes if those measures won’t
actually help the right whale population recover.

MLA president
Kristan Porter.

LIFEJACKETS FOR LOBSTERMEN
They say a good idea is never too late. The Lifejackets for Lobstermen vans have
certainly proved that! The two vans came to Maine in May and returned again
in late July, offering lobstermen the opportunity to try on and purchase, at a
discount, the perfect PFD for themselves.
“Everyone knows someone who never came home.
I’d never worn a lifejacket, and I never really thought
about it. [Lifejackets for Lobstermen] called me to
do a survey and it got me thinking, and I keep thinking about it,” said a lobsterman from Phippsburg as he
bought a new lifejacket.
“I’ve never fallen overboard, but I lost a boot once. That
scared me enough. My sternman got his leg caught in some
rope and got pulled to the rail but got out before going over.
That scared me more than it scared him. My sternman’s my
nephew,” said a lobsterman from Bass Harbor.

Laurin Brooks, Kennebunk.

John Stanley,
Southwest Harbor.

Robert Ball, Round
Pond.

For more information about Lifejackets for Lobstermen,
go to www.facebook.com/LifejacketsforLobstermen or
call 800-343-7527.
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Not just a life preserver.

A legacy preserver.
Lifejackets. They’re not cork anymore. Now lighter, less
bulky, and easier to work in. Put on your lifejacket and
preserve your legacy. Help keep a good thing going.

www.mlcalliance.org

Lobstermen’s
Relief Fund
%HQHÀW
Friday Sept. 6, 2019
All day: 11 am - 9 pm

Cooks Lobster & Ale House
68 Garrison Cove Rd, Bailey Island, Maine
Lobster & Maine Seafood Specials •
Geary Brewing on draft•
Silent Auction•
Amazing Food - Amazing views •
$EHQHÀWIRUFRPPHUFLDOOREVWHULQJ
IDPLOLHVH[SHULHQFLQJWUDJHG\RUKDUGVKLS
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fishing supply in the US since 1982.
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Poly-Dac Rope
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supplies.

WHEN YOUR ENGINE MEANS BUSINESS,

Lobster Trap Accessories

MILTON CAT MEANS MORE.
Milton CAT is the Northeast and upstate New York Caterpillar dealer. Our complete range of marine
power systems solutions is backed by a team with exceptional knowledge and experience.
• More engine choices.

Trap Vent $ 0.60 ea

• More fully equipped and staffed locations.

Neptune Stick
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• More support for your commercial fishing vessel, ferry, tug, or pleasure craft.
• More ordering and delivery options for unparalleled part availability.
Contact:
Kevin Hampson, 508-634-5503, Kevin_Hampson@miltoncat.com
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Prices Good Through September 30, 2019
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HAMILTON

MARINE
NOW STOCKING!

Hairless Salted Pig Hide
Lobster Bait
SAVE
BY THE
PALLET!

FRORU7)7/&'GLVSOD\N:10
UDQJH,QFOXGHV UDGRPHVFDQQHU
SAVE

$

199999

100
after
rebate

Manuf Mail-In Rebate
,&0055
Order# 773501

Size
6PDOO
0HGLXP
/DUJH

2SHQZULVWZLWKHODVWLF
RQEDFNRIKDQG

14

qt

49

99

$

31 ea
36

3)'$
Order# 748930

$TXDFXOWXUH
lantern nets, for
XVHLQVFDOORS
IDUPLQJ

pr

SAVE
BY THE
DOZEN!

'HVFULSWLRQ
PP7LHU
PP7LHU
PP7LHU
PP7LHU

Order#
763277
769870
763278
769871

Ankle Boots

$

8495pr

NEW!

0HQōV%ODFN
6L]HV
Search# NCF-22736

Sizes M-2XL
Search# HMG-202

:RPHQōV1DY\ 3LQN
6L]HV
Search# NCF-XWAB

Fish Totes

55 Gal Plastic Barrel

Fish Basket

3ODVWLF
1R+ROHV
Starting At

1RQUHPRYDEOH
FRYHU&RORUVYDU\
ZLWKDYDLODELOLW\

3ODVWLFZLWKKDQGOHVDQGKROHV
IRUGUDLQLQJEXVKHOFDSDFLW\

$

$

15 ea
29

'HVFULSWLRQ
%ODFN
*UD\
%OXH

'LPHQVLRQV
/[:['
/[:['
/[:['

&DSDFLW\
/LWHUV
/LWHUV
/LWHUV

Order#
118291
736466
760085

ACCUSat™ 406 MHz EPIRBs
USCG APPROVED

4

$ 87

gal

See just how tough
our buoy paint is!

Offshore Type I
Life Vest

6ROGLQ)WFRLOV)RU
XVHLQPXVVHOIDUPLQJ
$4&)5%.
Order# 763256

Cotton Fisherman's Gloves

+0/+,'(%$,7
Order# 740935

Search#
HML-BB

Order#
761648
761649
761650

:DWHUEDVHGH[WUDWRXJKORQJODVWLQJŴH[LEOHFRDWLQJ89
& weather resistant, low odor, fast drying, easy soap & water
FOHDQXS5HG2UDQJH<HOORZ*UHHQ%OXH%ODFNRU:KLWH
Search# HM-LBP

SCAN THIS QR CODE!

VOLUME
PRICING
AVAILABLE!

/HQJWK




Hamilton Marine Lobster Buoy Paint

99 $

Lantern Nets

1/2" Black
Fuzzy Rope

6WDLQOHVVVWHHOZLUH
6ROGE\WKHSDFN

$

ea

$1899.99 After $100

$

Bait Bags

Long Line Snaps

<HDU1RQ+D]0DWEDWWHU\<HDU
ZDUUDQW\)HDWXUHVD6WDLQOHVV6WHHO
DQWHQQD&RPSOHWHO\ZDWHUSURRI
86&**0'66$SSURYHG

Cat II Manual
Order# 731676

$

Cat I Auto
Order# 731678

34999 $44999

800-639-2715 • hamiltonmarine.com

19 ea
99

SAVE

$
5HJ
5
+0%$55(/
Order# 117626

-,0%82<p

5799
ea

SAVE
5HJ
$
25
&$/*27
Order# 105283

1999ea

Orange
Order# 118243

Green
Order# 763280

Commercial Flare Kits

24" Life Ring

USCG APPROVED Orange
with Reflective Tape

$

$

USCG APPROVED SAVE
$
3-50 Mile
10

$

22999ea

5HJ
2/,
Order# 118182

PORTLAND ROCKLAND SEARSPORT SOUTHWEST HARBOR JONESPORT MAINE

Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.
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FRESH BAIT
DIRECT FROM O’HARA

Why buy secondhand when you can buy fresh from O’Hara?

BLACK COD
HERRING
POGIES
REDFISH
ROCKFISH
SALT
TUNA

FROZEN IN BOXES
FRESH BY TANK AND BARREL
FRESH BY TANK AND BARREL
FROZEN IN BOXES
FRESH BY TANK AND BARREL
FROZEN IN BOXES
FROZEN IN BOXES
50 LB BAGS
FROZEN IN VATS/BOXES

SINCE 1907

SINCE 1907

19 Front Street
Rockland, ME 04841
oharabait.com

FRESH

207.594.0405

FROZEN

207.542.1856

Louisiana Bait Products, Inc.
Individually Quick Frozen (IQF) Pogie
Oily, salty, Gulf Menhaden has 5 times more oil than
Atlantic pogies*
*LSU Ag Center Test results

Buy factory direct
Stable supply and stable pricing
For more info call Shawn Switzer (337) 400-4121

www.getbait.com
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H

Fr

“Lobsters
Lobsters Love To Get Under Our Skin”
Skin

Many thanks
WRWKHVHÀQHEXVLQHVVHV
WKH0/$·V.HHSHUPHPEHUV

PIG HIDE
BAIT

Acadia Seaplants LLC

Free Delivery,
Unlimited Supply
1st Rate Service

Bar Harbor Bank & Trust Island Fishing Gear &
Beals-Jonesport Coop Inc. Auto Parts

Lobstab8@gmail.com
207-394-4343
314 Hudson Rd.
Alton, ME 04468

Island Fishermen’s Wives Old School Pig Bait
Penobscot Bay & River
Bell Power Systems Inc. Island Seafood LLC
Pilots Assn.
Joe’s Rope and Buoys
Bowdoin College
Pete’s Marine Electronics
John’s Bay Boat Co.
Dining Services
Polyform US
Journey’s End Marina
Chapman & Chapman
Port Clyde Fishermen’s
Coastal Documentation Kip’s Seafood
Cooperative
Conary Cove Lobster Co. Lobster Trap Co.
Port Lobster Co.
Lonnie’s Hydraulic Inc.

Cushing Diesel, LLC
Damariscotta Bank &
Trust Co.

Riverdale Mills
Maine Center for Coastal South Bristol FisherFisheries
men’s Cooperative
Maine Financial Group Superior Bait & Salt

F.A. Peabody Insurance

Maine Lobstermen’s
Community Alliance

Superior Marine Products
Inc.

Farrin’s Boatshop

Maine Port Authority

Tenants Harbor
Fishermen’s Cooperative

Downeast Boat Co.

F. W. Thurston Co. Inc.

over 150,000+ buckets sold, 1st Rate Bait knows
H[DFWO\ZKDW¿VKHUPHQUHTXLUHDQGSURYLGHVDIXOO\
SDFNHGTXDOLW\FRQVLVWHQWSURGXFWHYHU\WLPH

Purseline Bait

&UD]\/REVWHU 6KHOO¿VK Machias Savings Bank

Finestkind Scenic Cruises Maine Sea Grant
Maine Salt Co.
First National Bank

3 With more than 10 years in business and

Northeast Marine
Survey
Novatec Braids LTD

Beals Lobster Pier

Cousins Maine Lobster

Lobster & Crab Bait

Interstate Lobster Co.

Marine Hydraulic Engineering Co. Inc.

Georgetown Fishermen’s
0F0LOODQ2൵VKRUH6XUCooperative
vival Training
Grundens
Midcoast Marine Supply
Guy Cotten, Inc.
New England Marine &
Infab Refractories Inc.
Industrial Inc.
Inland Seafood

Vinalhaven Fishermen’s
Cooperative
:LOOLDP&R൶Q 6RQV
Williams CPA Group LLC
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Cooperative
Worcesters Lobster Bait

$411-564#2/+..
$411-564#2/+..
/#4+0'5722.+'5
/#4+0'5722.+'5


Working
to make 2019
:RUNLQJWRPDNH
your best season ever!
\RXUEHVWVHDVRQHYHU

a7KHRQHVWRSVKRSIRU\RXUOREVWHU FRPPHUFLDOILVKLQJQHHGVa

9LVLWXVRQOLQHDWZZZEURRNVWUDSPLOOFRP
-RQHVERUR0(3RUWODQG0(7KRPDVWRQ0(:HVW%DWK0(
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MAKE IT MAINE,
MAKE IT NEW SHELL

Maine Lobster and Right Whales
With new regulations being enacted to protect endangered North Atlantic right
whales, the Maine Lobster industry is facing a situation that is complex and
continually changing. You can now find the most up to date information about the
issue, as well as a video featuring the voices of our fishermen, in the industry’s
new content hub at RightWhalesandMaineLobster.com. The goal of the hub is to
present to industry members, media and interested parties a balanced view of
the issues.
The MLMC has been working closely with the DMR, MLA and MLDA to make sure
the industry’s voice is heard. Through the content hub and other communications,
we will continue to emphasize the importance of maintaining the economic
health of the fishery and our coastal communities while also demonstrating our
commitment to taking reasonable measures to protect right whales.

facebook.com/lobsterfrommaine

twitter.com/lobsterfromme

d,>Z'^d/dsZ/dz/Ed,d>Ed/EKZd,^d

/ŶŽƉĞƌĂƟŽŶƐŝŶĐĞϮϬϬϭĂŶĚƐƟůůŐŽŝŶŐƐƚƌŽŶŐ͊ 

dƌƵƐƚhƐĨŽƌzŽƵƌ&ƌĞƐŚ͕^ĂůƚĞĚΘ
&ƌŽǌĞŶĂŝƚEĞĞĚƐ
&ƌŽŵ;ϭͿĂƌƚŽŶƚŽĂ&ƵůůdƌƵĐŬ>ŽĂĚ͘
,ĞƌƌŝŶŐ͕DĂĐŬĞƌĞů͕WŽŐŝĞƐ͕ZĞĚĮƐŚ͕ZŽĐŬĮƐŚ͕dƵŶĂ͕DŽŶŬͲ
ĮƐŚ͕^ĂƌĚŝŶĞƐ͕WůĂŝĐĞ͕^ƋƵŝĚ͕^ĞĂZŽďŝŶ͕,ĂůŝďƵƚ͕Θ^ŝůǀĞƌƐŝĚĞƐ͘
/ĨǁĞĚŽŶ͛ƚŚĂǀĞŝƚ͙WůĞĂƐĞĂƐŬĂŶĚǁĞ͛ůůĮŶĚŝƚ

tĞ͛ǀĞŐŽƚǇŽƵĐŽǀĞƌĞĚ͊
'ƌĞĂƚEĞǁƐ͗tĞŶŽǁďƵǇ>ŽďƐƚĞƌ͕ƚŽŽ͊

DĂŝŶWŚŽŶĞ>ŝŶĞ͗>ŝŶĞϵϳϴ͘Ϯϴϯ͘ϴϱϮϮ
Ăŝƚ^ŚŽƉWŚŽŶĞ>ŝŶĞ͗ϵϳϴ͘ϰϳϵ͘ϰϲϰϮ
KƉĞŶzĞĂƌZŽƵŶĚ
^ĞƌǀŝŶŐĐůŝĞŶƚƐϳĂǇƐĂtĞĞŬĨƌŽŵDŝĚͲ:ƵŶĞdŽDŝĚͲKĐƚŽďĞƌ
DŽŶĚĂǇͲ&ƌŝĚĂǇϱDͲϯWD͕^ĂƚƵƌĚĂǇϲDͲϭϮWDΘ
^ƵŶĚĂǇϲDͲϭϬD

instagram.com/lobsterfrommaine
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MLA Legal Defense Fund:
ϐ
ϐǨ 
Ǥ

RDR LOBSTER
AND SHELLFISH

Trenton & Jonesboro, Maine

Make a donation today.
Thank you!
Name: ______________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________
City: _______________________________________________
State: _______________ Zip: ________________
Phone: _____________________________________________

• Buying Lobster Year Round
• Top Prices Paid
• Pickups Available
• Instant Pay
207-667-2250
rdrlobster@yahoo.com

Email: _____________________________________________

Yes! I’d like to donate!
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

$365.00 - ‘a dollar a day’
$100.00
No amount
$50.00
is too small!
$25
Other amount: _____________

please make checks payable to ‘MLA LDF’
Mail: 2 Storer St, Ste 203, Kennebunk ME 04043
Online at www.mainelobstermen.org

2019 MAINE LOBSTER BOAT RACING

6&+('8/(
15 JUNE
Boothbay Harbor
Ashlee Lowrey (207) 808-9230
16 JUNE
Rockland
Nick O’Hara
Mike Mayo

(207) 542-4348
(207) 542-1879

29 JUNE
Moosabec Reach,
Beals Island/Jonesport
Jay Mills (207) 598-6347
7 JULY
Stonington
Cory McDonald

10 AUGUST
Winter Harbor
Chris Byers

(207) 244-9623

21 JULY
Friendship
Robin Reed

(207) 963-7139

(207) 664-4525

Genevieve McDonald (207) 266-5113

23 JUNE
Bass Harbor
Wayne Rich

28 JULY
Harpswell
.ULVWLQD<RUN(207) -75

(207) 975-9821

11 AUGUST
Merritt Bracket
Pemaquid
Brent Fogg
Sheila McLain

(207) 380-4909
(207) 677-2100

17 AUGUST
Long Island
Lisa Kimball
Amy Tierney

(207) 332-3968
(207) 317-1576

18 AUGUST
Portland
Katie Werner

(207) 807-1832

19 OCTOBER
Annual Meeting/Awards Banquet
Robinson’s Wharf, Southport
Jon Johansen
(207)-223-8846

All Races:
Sign-up
Races Start

8 to 9 AM
10 AM

Exception: Long Island: Sign up
1-2 PM, Start 3 PM.
Listen on VHF Channel 10

The 2019 Racing Season is Dedicated to Galen Alley, who dominated the racing scene for 10 years.
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MLA SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
ACCOUNTANTS

ELECTRONICS

INSURANCE

Back River Financial Group
690 Maine Ave
Farmingdale, ME 04344
207-622-3772
info@backrivergroup.com
www.backrivergroup.com
Free initial consultation, review of
previous tax returns.

Midcoast Marine Electronics
129 Lakeview Dr.
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-3993
info@midcoastmarine.biz
www.midcoastmarine.com
10% off list price on all marine electronic products, excluding MRP products

Smithwick & Marriners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA
members. Additional 5% discount
with proof of completed C.G. Fishing
Vessel Drill Conductor course within
the last 5 years.

AUTOMOTIVE
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
573 Route One
Newcastle, ME 04553
rmiller@newcastlechrysler.com
www.newcastlechrysler.com
3 years (total 12) oil changes when
you purchase a new or used vehicle.
Weirs GMC Buick
1513 Portland Rd.
Arundel, ME 04046
877-861-0700
www.weirsgmc.com
Buy a new GMC truck & get a free
Bullet Liner

Navtronics, LLC
15 Hannaford Dr
York, ME 03909
207-363-1150
accounting@navtronics.com
www.navtronics.com
5% off purchases for MLA members
FINANCIAL &
INVESTMENT

LEGAL SERVICES
Farm Credit East
615 Minot Ave.
Auburn, ME 04210
800-831-4230
www.farmcrediteast.com

BAIT DEALERS

FISHING, MARINE AND
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

Bessy Bait LLC
155 Batchelder Rd.
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com
www.bessybait.com
$5 discount per drum on multiple
drum purchases (must show current
MLA card).

Hamilton Marine
with locations in Searsport: 548-6302
Southwest Harbor: 244-7870
Rockland: -594-8181
Portland: 774-1772
Jonesport: 497-2778
info@hamiltonmarine.com
www.hamiltonmarine.com
Discounts to commercial fishermen

B&S Bait
Blake Smith
17 Smith Lane
Cherryfield, ME 04622
207-664-4266
bandsbait2018@gmail.com
$1 off per bucket when buying 36
buckets or more

North Atlantic Power Products
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470
djones@glpower.com
10% off on parts and service

Cape Porpoise Lobster & Bait Co.
PO Box 7217
Cape Porpoise, ME 04014
207-967-0900
allendaggett@hotmail.com
www.capeporpoiselobster.com
CBS Lobster
52 Union Wharf
Portland, ME 04101
207-775-2917
cbslobster13@yahoo.com
Louisiana Bait Products
11908 Hwy 87
Jeanerette, LA 70544
337-400-4121
shawn@getbait.com
www.getbait.com
Lund’s Fisheries Inc.
997 Ocean Dr.
Cape May, NJ 08204
609-898-5143
wreichle@lundsfish.com
www.lundsfish.com
BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT
REPAIR
SW Boatworks
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605
207-667-7427
swboatworks@gmail.com
www.swboatworks.com
$1000 discount for hull or top on 38
and 44 Calvin Beal.
EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS
Maine Foodie Tours
Pam Laskey
PO Box 1905
Portland, ME 04104
207-233-7485
info@mainefoodietours.com
www.mainefoodietours.com
10% off culinary walking tours, any
location
Maine Maritime Museum
243 Washington St.
Bath, ME 04530 207-443-1316
lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members

Varney Agency Inc.
Michael Hennessey
PO Box 117
Machias, ME 04654
207-949-2034
mhennessey@varneyagency.com

Pack Edge
Jim Freeman
340 Presumpscot St.
Portland, ME 04103
207-799-6600
jfreeman@packedgeinc.com
www.packedgeinc.com
Rope Razor
3628 Turner Ridge Rd.
Somerville, ME 04348
207-549-7204
plantes@buoysticks.com
www.buoysticks.com

Law Offices of Crystal Tarjick
PO Box 11
Port Clyde, ME 04855
207-691-2633
crystal@ctmelaw.com
10% off on all legal serives to MLA
members.
LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/
WHOLESALE/RETAIL
Atlantic Edge Lobster
71 Atlantic Ave.
Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538
207-633-2300
aeli@myfairpoint.net
Fuel discount for MLA members
RDR Lobster & Shellfish LLC
1077 Bar Harbor Rd.
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-2250
rpdoane@yahoo.com
Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646
207-244-5438
cranberrycoop@gmail.com
http://littlecranberrylobster.com
D.C. Air and Seafood
258 Newman St.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
207-963-7139
Garbo Lobster
PO Box 334
Hancock, ME 04640
207-422-3217

GIFTS
Maine Camp Outfitters
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683
800-560-6090
andy@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off apparel and promotional
product orders.
HYDRAULICS
Coastal Hydraulics Inc.
28 Route 86
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
www.coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for
MLA members.
Hews Company LLC
190 Rumery St.
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136
info@ hewsco.com
10% off hydraulic components &
Craft cables.
INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS
Maine Lobster Marketing
Collaborative
2 Union St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9310
info@lobsterfrommaine.com
www.lobsterfrommaine.com

Little Bay Lobster Inc.
158 Shattuck Way
Newington, NH 03801
603-431-3170
kellis@littlebaylobster.com
www.littlebaylobster.com
Luke’s Lobster
459 Grand Street Ground Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11211
212-387-8487
ben@lukeslobster.com
www.lukeslobster.com
Maine Coast LLC
15 Hannaford Drive, Unit 2
York, ME 03909
207-363-0876
Maine Ocean Lobster
Kevin Adams
31 Badgers Island West
Kittery, ME 03904
207-229-0335
Shucks Maine Lobster
150 Main St, Suite 4
Richmond, ME 04357
207-737-4800
johnny@shucksmaine.com
Spruce Head Fishermen’s Co-op
275 Island Rd.
S. Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-8029
shfcoop@gmail.com
Stonington Lobster Coop
PO Box 87
Stonington, ME 04681
207-367-2286
www.stoningtonlobstercoop.com

Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685
207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net
MARINE ENGINES
Cummins
Ryan Oliver
110 Gibson Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04074
207-510-2223
ryan.oliver@cummins.com
www.cummins.com
Milton Cat
101 Quarry Dr
Milford, MA 01757
508-634-5503
kevin_hampson@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com
PROPELLERS
Accutech Marine Propellers Inc.
24 Crosby Rd Unit 6
Dover, NH 03820
603-617-3626
larry@accutechmarine.com
www.accutechmarine.com
10% off propeller repair & new shafts.
New propeller discounts vary.
Nautilus Marine Fabrication
13 Industrial Way
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-1119
nautilusmarine@roadrunner.com
www.nautilus-marine.com
5% discount on propeller reconditioning
New England Propeller, Inc.
9 Apollo Eleven Rd.
Plymouth, MA 02360
508-747-6666
neprop@aol.com
Discounts on marine propellers, shafting, & related items, sales, repairs.
REFRIGERATION SERVICES
Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062
207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com
www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.

RESTAURANTS
Barnacle Billy’s Inc.
PO Box 837,
Ogunquit, ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com
www.barnbilly.com
The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net
SAFETY TRAINING & EQUIPMENT
Chase Leavitt
144 Fore St., Portland 04010
207-772-6383
218 Bucksport Rd., Ellsworth 04605
207-667-9390
www.chaseleavitt.com
5% off liftraft repack, $50 off new
liferaft purchase at both locations.
Liferaft Services, LLC
15 Hannaford Drive
York, ME 03909
207-363-0220
dgreer@survivalatsea.com
5% off liferaft repack with proof of
MLA membership. Discount can be
combined with other promotions.
TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK
SUPPLIES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861
207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com
Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd.
Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
MikeW@friendshiptrap.com
www.friendshiptrap.com
Sea Rose Trap Co.
Locations in South Portland &
Pemaquid
207-730-5531; 207-677-0228
searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com
5% off list price on traps to MLA
members
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TO YOUR HEALTH: BLOOD PRESSURE A SILENT MENACE
By Elisabeth Maxwell
According to the American Heart Association, nearly half of all adult
Americans live with high blood pressure; many people don’t realize they
are suffering from it at all. It is possible a person can experience high blood
pressure for years without recognizing any symptoms. If left untreated,
high blood pressure can cause damage to the heart and blood vessels and
lead to an increased risk of heart attack and stroke.
Jordan Porter, a doctor of nursing practice and family nurse practitioner at
the Down East Community Hospital has strong family connections to the
lobster fishery. “Historically, high blood pressure has been dubbed the ‘silent
killer’ among the medical community because a large proportion of those
living with high blood pressure do not exhibit any symptoms,” he explained.
“Undetected, long-standing high blood pressure significantly increases the
risk of heart failure, stroke, kidney disease, abnormal heart rhythms like atrial fibrillation, heart attack, and dementia.” The severity of these conditions is
why it is so important for all adults to connect with a primary care provider
(physician, nurse practitioner, or physician assistant) for blood pressure
screening and an assessment of risk factors. The United States Preventive
Services Task Force, the American College of Cardiology, and the American
Heart Association recommend that all individuals 18 years or older should
be screened at least yearly for high blood pressure, he noted.
There are many risk factors associated with high blood pressure. These
include:
Age: Risk of high blood pressure increases as you grow older.
Family history: It is more likely for you to have high blood pressure if family members are also affected by it. If possible, talk to close relatives to find
out if they have a history of high blood pressure.
Weight: Being overweight or obese can cause an increased demand of
blood to supply tissues with oxygen and nutrients. This high blood volume
may lead to increased pressure on blood vessels.

Potassium: Sodium levels in our cells are balanced by potassium so if your diet
is too low in potassium, it can lead to increased levels of sodium and thus increased blood pressure.
Alcohol: Long-term, heavy drinking can seriously damage heart health and
lead to a variety of complications including high blood pressure.
If you are at risk for high blood pressure or other related cardiovascular conditions, your doctor may recommend that you monitor your blood pressure
on a regular basis. This may be done by learning how to operate and read a
blood pressure cuff at home, or by using automatic cuffs that can be found in
some pharmacies and other health facilities such as gyms or wellness centers.
Because high blood pressure is so common, it is important to monitor your
blood pressure even if you do not visit a doctor on a regular basis.
Your blood pressure naturally varies throughout the day and may be affected by
your daily activities. Therefore, it is important to look at long-term trends when
diagnosing high blood pressure. If you are not visiting a doctor regularly, keep a
written log of blood pressure measurements so that it is easier to identify a trend.
“Lifestyle changes to reduce the risk of high blood pressure include weight loss, a
healthy diet rich in fruit, vegetables, whole grains, poultry, fish, and low-fat dairy
products (the DASH diet), less than 1500 mg of dietary sodium intake daily, moderate-intensity aerobic exercise of 30 to 40 minutes at least 3 to 4 days a week,
and limiting alcohol consumption in men to two or fewer drinks daily and in
women to one or fewer drinks daily. Weight loss and dietary changes are considered to have the greatest positive effects on lowering blood pressure,” said Porter.
While lifestyle changes can be sufficient for some people, others will need to
take medication to control high blood pressure. There is a wide range of medications that may be prescribed depending on an individual’s specific situation
and conditions. You should never use someone else’s medication because of
the side effects and complication risks.

Tobacco: Smoking and chewing tobacco causes an immediate, temporary
increase in blood pressure as well as long-term damage to the lining of
artery walls. Over time, the arteries become narrower and increase the
risk of heart disease.

“The decision to initiate medication for high blood pressure is individualized and
involves shared decision-making between the patient and the primary care provider,” Porter said. “Medications for high blood pressure have been extensively
researched over the past several decades with great outcomes for risk reduction.”
He noted that in large studies, treatment with medications produced a nearly
50% relative risk reduction in the incidence of heart failure, a 30-40% relative risk
reduction in stroke, and a 20-25% relative risk reduction in heart attack.”

Sodium: High levels of sodium in your diet can cause high blood pressure
by retaining fluids.

Continued on page 21

New England Marine & Industrial
www.newenglandmarine.com

Lobster Bands
We carry:
Printed and Non Printed
Sheddar
Standard
Cold Water Shedder
Jumbo
Worcester Cow Hide Bait
We carry Regular and Hairless Bait
Call for Special Pricing on both 5 pail
purchases and pallet (20 pails) purchases
“One week notice needed on pallet purchases”

Rain Gear:
Guy Cotton
Grundens
Helly Hansen
NEMI Rain Gear
200 Spaulding Tpke
Portsmouth, NH
603-436-2836

BUOYS:
Spongex
Sea Alex
Polyform US
Polyform Norway

Boots:
Guy Cotton
Xtratuff
Muck Boots
Servus
Grundens
294 Ocean St
Brant Rock, MA
781-834-9301

86 Cemetary Rd
Stonington, ME
207-367-2692
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STONINGTON LOBSTER COMPANY EXPANDS INTO BUCKSPORT
By Melissa Waterman

day just for hygiene. Finding enough labor and sewer connections in Stonington
were obstacles that we could overcome with
enough money. But ultimately the one thing
we couldn’t overcome there is finding enough
water.”

Hugh Reynolds exudes energy. The president of Stonington-based Greenhead Lobster
talks fast, moves fast, and gives the impression of a man who knows where he’s going.
And one place he’s going to is Bucksport,
where the company in late July opened a new
15,000-square foot lobster processing plant in
the Bucktown Heritage Park.

It’s not the first time that Reynolds has set
up shop away from Stonington. In 2016
Greenhead Lobster opened a 20,000-squarefoot lobster holding facility in Seabrook,
New Hampshire, just 30 miles from Logan
International Airport in Boston. Proximity
gave Greenhead the ability to ship live lobsters with minimal delay to anywhere in the
world, particularly to the then-burgeoning
Asian market.

“I’ve been in the business 22 years, primarily
in live lobster,” Reynolds said. “We’re changing
now, concentrating on the domestic market and
‘Made in Maine’.” The new plant will use highpressure processing equipment to produce flash
frozen raw tails and fresh cooked lobster claws
and knuckle meat. “We will use a proprietary
technology to ensure an extended shelf life for
the claws and knuckles,” Reynolds added.

“I won’t beat around the bush, the tariffs
[retaliatory tariffs imposed by China on
American goods] have hurt exports to China.
Greenhead lobster president Hugh Reynolds cuts a big ribbon
Canada is making up for it,” Reynolds said.
at the opening of the company’s new plant in Bucksport. Photo
Some might wonder why Reynolds would
“The new plant is one way to capture the
courtesy of the Castine Patriot.
open a new plant so far from his home base in
value of lobster for the domestic market.” The
Stonington. The answer is simple. “Bucksport
Bucksport facility will run nine months each
is the closest location to Stonington with adequate water and sewer infrastrucyear, employ approximately 40 people and process between 2 and 3 million lobture,” he explained. “We will need between 8,000 and 12,000 gallons of water per
sters in its first year, according to Reynolds.
Offense continued from page 1

Senator Collins said, “In the past three years there has not been one entanglement [of a right whale] off Maine. NOAA needs to concentrate on where the
whales really are. Now is the time for NOAA to listen to you.”
In May, Maine’s Congressional delegatation wrote to acting NOAA director Neil
Jacobs, asking him to ensure that decisions regarding right whales were based
on sound science, that risk reduction standards were comparable in both the
U.S. and Canada, and that the lobster industry be consulted throughout the
decision-making process. In July, the delegation wrote to President Trump,
pointing out that the forthcoming regulations are “a matter of serious economic importance to the state of Maine” and that they will force “significant
economic hardship” on the lobster industry without concrete evidence they

OPERA HOUSE ARTS at the

STONINGTON OPERA HOUSE
Proudly Supporting the
FZbg^Eh[lm^kf^gl:llh\bZmbhg

FOR YEAR-ROUND THEATER,
FILM, MUSIC, DANCE, AND MORE —

JOIN US AT OUR PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
ON ONE OF THE BUSIEST WORKING WATERFRONTS IN MAINE

COMPLETE SCHEDULE & TICKETS
operahousearts.org 207.367.2788

AN ACTORS EQUITY
SMALL PROFESSIONAL THEATRE

will benefit the whales. On July 16, Maine’ former Governor Paul LePage voiced
his concern over the pending whale regulations in a letter to the President. He
wrote, “Although well-intended, there is no evidence to support that the proposed restrictions on lobstering in Maine waters will save even one whale. This
is unfortunately another federal overreach in response to big money environmentalists. It will hurt one of the last great fisheries in America: Maine lobster.
I am not saying the loss of right whales is not a problem it is; but penalizing
Maine fishermen won’t save these whales.”
Representative Pingree told lobstermen at the rally what many of them were
likely thinking, “There’s a right way to do this and a wrong way. These regulations aren’t the way.”
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Aquaculture continued from page 3
proval process, each license is specific to certain gear and certain species and
thus can be approved without the more extensive review that is required for
experimental or standard leases. Gaining an LPA license requires attending a
mandatory DMR meeting on topics such as biosecurity, animal health and public health risks associated with aquaculture activities.
Sebastian Belle, director of the Maine Aquaculture Association, concedes that
the aquaculture sector has grown in recent years, but not at an alarming rate,
in his opinion. “If you look at the data, we have
increased by 200 acres in the last twenty years,” he
said. “It’s not as big a growth spurt as many believe.” He does agree that LPA leases have made
entry into the aquaculture world easier for individuals. “The LPA process lowered the barrier for
working waterfront families who were interested
in diversifying their income,” he said. “It’s a nonconfrontational process designed to allow people
to test a site at a small scale. If it’s a bad spot they
can change before they go through the long process for a permanent lease.”

an existing business as a result of the training,” he said.
Morse sees the uptick in aquaculture ventures in Maine as the product of a
happy confluence of forces, not the result of one driving factor. “Globally aquaculture is going up and Maine is known for its high-quality products like oysters and macroalgae. Also there’s a strong interest in good food tied to place.
Overlay that with chefs doing cool things with seafood and it all comes together — you have something with energy. Maine is definitely on the radar screen
for people interested in shellfish, seaweed, even
salmon farms on land,” he said.
Davis noted that the Aquaculture Top Gun
contests, begun in 2018, have generated even
more attention on Maine aquaculture. The collaborative effort, led by the Maine Center for
Entrepreneurs (MCE) in partnership with the Gulf
of Maine Research Institute, Maine Aquaculture
Association, and FocusMaine and sponsored by
the Maine Aquaculture Innovation Center, features fledgling aquaculturists making five-minute
pitches about their businesses to a panel of business experts. The two winners each year received
$5,000 each to expedite their company’s growth.
“Most have been interested in oyster aquaculture,” Davis said. “There’s a tremendous market
now and the Maine brand is strong.”

An additional impetus for the growth of aquaculture ventures in the state has come from
a program created by a collaboration of public and private entities. Called “Aquaculture in
Shared Waters,” the Maine Sea Grant program
Seaweed aquaculture businesses have blossomed in the
helps fishermen or those from fishing communistate due in part to increased consumer interest in this
But oysters are only one of many marine species
ties learn how to start an aquaculture business.
“super food.” Maine Sea Grant photo.
cultivated in Maine’s waters. “Maine aquaculture
Funding comes from the National Sea Grant
has distinguished itself over the years by its diverProgram and takes place in cooperation the
sity of species,” Belle noted. “We tend to grow more species at any one time,
University of Maine Cooperative Extension, Maine Aquaculture Association,
which is good. If you grow lots of things, if any one species does poorly you
Maine Aquaculture Innovation Center, Coastal Enterprises Inc., and the Island
have another to move to.” During the past 28 years he has seen the aquaculture
Institute in Rockland.
industry in Maine shift to one increasingly composed of people from commerDana Morse, Maine Sea Grant extension agent based at the Darling Center, has
been involved in the program from its inception in 2013. “Aquaculture is growing internationally, nationally and regionally,” Morse said. “It’s an opportunity
for fishing families to diversify their income. [Aquaculture in Shared Waters] is
a dedicated training program that delivers technical information to people interested in aquaculture.” More than 150 individuals have attended the 11-week
program since 2013, studying everything from site selection, equipment, permitting and regulation to environmental monitoring, business planning, and
financial management. “Fifty or so have started new businesses or augmented

Keep your
traps fishing
even when
you can’t get
to ‘em!

cial fisheries as well as newcomers to the state. But he worries that changing
demographics may put the brakes on the sector’s growth. “You see it marching
up the coast. Maine is one of the most popular states to retire to. Increasingly
the majority living in a coastal community didn’t grow up on the coast. They
don’t think of the ocean as a place to make a living,” he said.
“I think we will continue to see a diversification of species, people and places
related to aquaculture,” Morse said. There are still a lot of good places to grow
things on the coast.”
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In the
NEWS
OCEAN HIGH SCHOOL HIRES FIRST EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CANADA ASSESSES ITS MARINE MAMMAL PROTECTIONS

The Maine Ocean School, the state’s latest magnet high school, located in
Searsport, hired its first full-time executive director in July. Kylie Bragdon is a
fourth-generation lobsterwoman born and raised in Winter Harbor, where she
serves as a town selectman. She previously worked at KidsPeace, a special purpose private school in Ellsworth.

The Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) submitted a
“progress report” in July detailing protections for over 200 Canadian fisheries
that interact with marine mammals, including the two most valuable — lobster ($2.1 billion CD) and crab ($1 billion CD). The submission is the first test
of Canada’s ability to meet upcoming requirements in the U.S. Marine Mammal
Protection Act (MMPA). By January 1, 2022, all countries with fisheries interacting with marine mammals that export seafood products to the U.S. will have
to demonstrate they have marine mammal protections that are the same or of
comparable “effectiveness” to measures taken in the U.S. Canada is the largest
seafood supplier by value to the U.S., at $4.3 billion CD in 2017.

The Maine Ocean School is a public magnet high school that provides a “handson, minds-on” education on the water, in the lab, and in the classroom. Students
pursue a theme-based high school education focused on Maine’s maritime connection, with an emphasis on leadership, work ethic, and the transferable skills
associated with careers involving the ocean. The first class of students began
attending the tuition-free school in 2018.
ALEWIFE AND BLUEBACK HERRING NOT ENDANGERED
As part of its joint responsibility with U.S Fish and
Wildlife Service for implementing the Endangered
Species Act, NOAA reviewed whether alewife and
blueback herring require protections under the
Act. A comprehensive status review determined a
low risk of extinction for alewife and blueback herring throughout their range as well as for four alewife distinct population segments (DPS) and three
blueback DPSs along the east coast of the U.S.
While river herring have declined from historical
numbers, recent fisheries management efforts in
MLA photo.
place at the federal and state levels help to reduce
the risks from fishing mortality for these species. Although some areas within
the range continue to struggle, robust populations of these broadly distributed
species are found in other portions of their ranges, with some areas supporting
populations in the millions or hundreds of thousands. With continued management and additional efforts to improve habitat connectivity, populations in areas of the range that are at low levels may also see improvements in the future.

To view Canadian right whale sightings, go to www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/species-especes/mammals-mammiferes/narightwhale-baleinenoirean/alert-alerte/indexeng.html.
SCALLOP FISHERY GOING STRONG
America’s harvest of scallops is increasing to near-record levels at a time when
the shellfish are in high demand and the value of the fishery has surged in recent years. Sea scallops, harvested mostly by boats operating in the Atlantic
Ocean, are one of the most valuable fisheries in America. New data from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) says the harvest
topped 58.2 million pounds last year, the highest total since 2011 and the fifthhighest in history, according to federal statistics going back to 1945. American
scallops were worth $532.9 million at the docks last year. That’s the third-highest figure on record and more than $100 million higher than the 2014 total. The
scallop industry is thriving as a result of years of conservative management
that has allowed the valuable shellfish to grow. Federal fishing managers are
working on potential changes to the rules governing the scallop industry that
could go into effect in 2021. Fishermen who operate small boats are hopeful for
the management changes will work for vessels of all sizes.
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You can find more information, links, and photos at www.mainelobstermen.org.
August 6-8
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
summer meeting, Arlington, VA.

August 27-28
Scallop Plan Development Team meeting,
Woods Hole, MA

August 10
Shellfish Field Day, Downeast Institute, Beals.

September 6
MLCA benefit for the Lobstermen’s Relief Fund,
Cook’s Lobster and Ale House, Bailey Island,
11:30 a.m.-8 p.m. FMI:

August 12
NMFS Scoping meeting on modifications to
the Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction Plan
related to right whales, University of Maine at
Machias Performing Arts Center, 6 to 9 p.m.
August 13
NMFS Scoping meeting, Ellsworth High
School Performing Arts Center 6 to 9 p.m.

September 10
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative Board
meeting, Island Institute, Rockland 1 p.m.
September 11
MLA Directors meeting, Darby’ in Belfast, 5 p.m.

August 14
NMFS Scoping meeting, Medomak Valley High
School, Waldoboro, 6 p.m to 9 p.m.

September 21
Pints on the Pier, Maine Maritime Museum,
Bath. FMI: www.ticketsmainemaritimemuseum.org.

August 15
NMFS Scoping meeting, South Portland High
School, Portland 6 to 9 p.m.

September 24-26
New England Fishery Management Council
meeting, Gloucester, MA

August 19
NMFS Scoping meeting, Urban Forestry
Center, Portsmouth, NH, 6 to 9 p.m.
Blood pressure continued from page 17
“As a brother to a hard-working sternman in Downeast Maine, I greatly respect the labor-intensive
work that lobster fishermen do to provide for their families. I want the lobster fisherman community to know that they do not need a major life overhaul to make a difference in their blood
pressure,” Porter continued. Small steps, such as losing as little as 10 pounds, substituting water
for high-calorie drinks, reading labels to help reduce sodium content, or going for a brisk walk a
couple times a week can have a positive effect on blood pressure. “I encourage all fishermen to
connect and partner with a primary care provider to discuss ways to reduce the risks and complications associated with high blood pressure, protect their overall health, and maintain their
longevity in Maine’s lobster fishing industry,” Porter said.

www.lobstertrap.com

WHOLESALE DEALERS OF FRESH SEAFOOD
Steuben, ME
207-546-3622

Machiasport, ME
207-255-8888

Addison, ME
207-483-2888

ARTIST CAPTURES FLAVOR OF MAINE’S WORKING HABORS
By Melissa Waterman
As a child, Jeff Grenier, 41, discovered the ocean. That wasn’t hard to do in a place
like Friendship. “My grandfather’s rowing skiff was tied up at Harlan Wallace’s
wharf [now part of the Friendship Fishermen’s Co-op]. He [Bill Jameson] would
take us out on his boat. I learned geography on that boat,” Grenier recalled.
Grenier received a degree in fine art from the University of Maine at Machias.
He tried teaching art for a time then moved out of state to work as a land surveyor, like his father Drew. But the pull of his home state grew stronger and in
2017 he moved back with his wife and five children.
“The way life unfolds is never quite the way we imagine it as kids,” Grenier
said. “I would have pursued lobstering, but I learned early on that without a
close relative in the business it was virtually impossible to get into it.”
In 2016 a friend challenged Grenier to take part in something called Inktober.
Participants have to create one ink drawing a day for the month of October.
Grenier had never pursued ink drawing before but found that he enjoyed the
medium. “It turned
out to be a blast. The
Maine coast was the
theme of nearly every
drawing I made,” he
said. “After the end of
Inktober, I was drawing boat portraits for
lobstermen,
sport
fishermen, and recreational boaters.”
Grenier showcases
his work, which also

includes fine drawings of Maine game fish, on his web site www.littlecranberryart.com. His pen and ink drawings focus not only on the beauty of the Maine
coast but also the details of its working waterfronts and the men and women
who make their living on the sea. “An honest day’s hard work deserves respect,
and it is with respect that I treat each of my subjects,” Grenier explained. “Some
boats are a little more used than others. A little grime, a little rust, missing
paint or some worn-off lettering doesn’t bother me. Each boat represents so
much to each owner. I hope to capture what they see and feel about their boats
in each drawing I create.”
He’s received a lot of questions about his web site’s name and, like many
things, it’s related to his childhood. “I thought of one of the places my grandfather brought me to so many times, Little Cranberry Island in Friendship. It’s
tiny, but perfect, in my eyes,” Grenier explained. “There’s a lot of good family
memories there!” Grenier’s art can be found at his web site, at www.facebook.
com/littlecranberryart, or at www.instagram.com/littlecranberryart.
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Become a member today!
Membership matters for your future & the future of the lobster industry.
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Ȉ Ǧǣa round-up of lobster news
& a snapshot of the lobster, bait, and
fuel prices for the entire coast
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Join online today at www.mainelobstermen.org/membership

MLA MEMBERSHIP FORM

Mail with payments to: MLA, 2 Storer St, Ste 203, Kennebunk, ME 04043

Harvester Membership Levels








First Time Member
$200
Highliner :tee-shirt size __________ $350
Harvester
$250
Harvester Family*
$325
$125
Junior Harvester (under 18)
$125
Senior Harvester (over 65)
Retired Harvester (no longer a captain) $50

Individual Membership Levels:
 Sternman
 Lobster Friend
 Lobster Lover

$50
$100
$250

Name:___________________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip:_________________________________________________________
Phone:__________________ Cell:____________________ D.O.B:_______________
Email:___________________________________________________________________
(Please include to receive weekly e-news updates and lobster, bait, & fuel prices)

Boat Name:_____________________________________________________________
Lobster License #:_________________ Zone & District:___________________
*Family Members:________________________________________________________

Payment info: Pay with:
Visa MasterCard Check: #_______________
Credit Card #:___________-____________-___________-____________ Exp. date:____________ CV code:____________
Billing town/state/zip:______________________________________________________________________________________
Additional Contributions:
 
Donation
$__________
 Ǥǯ
Legal Defense Fund $__________
   
Please send separate check payable to MLA
Legal Defense Fund
ơ ƤǤ ƤǤ 
a donation to  ǤǤǤ
 ǣ

 ǣ
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www.mainelobstermen.org
or on the order form below

MLA Merchandise

Buy online at www.mainelobstermen.org, write us a note, or call 967-4555

2020 MLA Hoodie

2020 MLA T-shirt
large logo on back
of an 8 oz, 50/50
sweatshirt, with a
small text logo on
front chest

2020 MLA Womens T-shirt
large logo on back
of 60/40 cotton,
ϐ
small text logo on
the front chest

large logo on back
of 100% cotton tee
with a small text
logo on front chest

navy
M/L/XL/2XL

olive green
S/M/L/
XL/2XL/3XL

teal
M/L/XL/2XL

$45.00

$20.00

$20.00

2020 MLA Kids Hoodie

2020 MLA Kids T-Shirt

large logo on back of
a 8 oz, 50/50 navy
sweatshirt, with a
small text logo in red
and white on front
chest

navy
S/M/L/XL

2019 MLA Hoodie

large logo on back of
a 100% cotton, royal
blue tee with a small
text logo in white and
red on front chest

large logo on back of a
9 oz, 50/50
light grey sweatshirt
with a small text logo
on front chest

royal blue
S/M/L/XL
$40.00

light grey
M/L/XL/2XL
$40.00

$30.00

Fish Smarter Long sleeved T-shirt (FSNH)
large text on back and
small MLA text on
front chest

#1 - 2019 Logo
navy

#3 - 2018 Logo
midnight

#2 - Lobster
olive

#4 - 2017 Logo
charcoal

Navy
L/XL/2XL
$20.00

MLA Hats
Wear a hat featuring your favorite MLA logo. All hats, washed canvas Adams style hat except 2017.

ϐ$15.00

Order Info:

Shipping Info:

2020 MLA T-shirt
Size:__________
Qty:_________
2020 MLA sweatshirt
Size:__________
Qty:_________
2020 Women’s T-shirt
Size:__________
Qty:_________
2020 Kids T-shirt
Size:___________
Qty:_________
2020 Kids Sweatshirt
Size:__________
Qty:_________
2019 Logo Sweatshirt
Size:___________
Qty:_________
FSNH Long sleeved Tee
Size:__________
Qty:_________
#2
#3
Hat (circle style) #1
Qty:
__________
____________ ________

MLA members
take 10% off!

Name:__________________________________________________________________
Total: $________________
Total: $________________
Total: $________________
Total: $________________
Total: $________________
Total: $________________
Total: $________________
#4
___________

Total hats: $__________________

+Shipping: $7.50
Total Cost: ______________

Address:_______________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip:_______________________________________________________
Phone:________________________________________________________________
Email: ________________________________________________________________

Payment info:
Circle one:

Master Card Visa

Check (#___________)

Credit Card #:________________________________________________________
Exp. Date:________________________________ CV #:______________________
Billing address:_______________________________________________________
Billing City/State/Zip:_______________________________________________

ϔǨ
Red
Yellow
Please contact me when it becomes available!
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MAINE MARITIME MUSEUM PLANS UPDATE OF
“LOBSTERING AND THE MAINE COAST”
By Chris Timm, Maine Maritime Museum
On June 5 Maine Maritime Museum had the pleasure of hosting the Maine Lobsterman’s Association
(MLA) Board of Directors for their monthly meeting. The MLA Board toured the “Lobstering & the
Maine Coast” exhibit and offered feedback on how
the exhibit can be updated with relevant and upto-date information. “Lobstering & the Maine
Coast” is housed in a 6,200-square-foot, two-story
building on the Museum’s campus. The exhibit
opened in 2015 and was developed with expertise from the Maine Lobstermen’s Association,
University of Maine’s Darling Marine Center, the
Gulf of Maine Research Institute, and others.

tion that answer questions such as what are the key mechanical and technological components on a modern lobster boat? We plan
on displaying equipment, from pot haulers to VHF, that
will educate our visitors about the tools of the trade.

The MLA board of directors before the ex-

The exhibit currently displays a wall of buoys donated by lobstermen from throughout the coast. Using a
touch-screen kiosk, visitors can view photos and information related to each buoy, including the lobsterman’s
name, location, boat name and, in some cases, personal stories contributed by the lobsterman. Our intent
is to constantly add more stories from the men and
women who fish as ongoing documentation of the lobster fishery. To do so we will need help from all Maine
lobstermen to expand both the buoy wall and kiosk.
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MLA Board members suggested several additional
hibit’s wall of buoys at the Maine Maritime
“Lobstering & the Maine Coast” portrays lobstermen’s
concepts for the exhibit that the Maine Maritime
Museum. MLA photo.
increasingly complex roles as harvester-scientist-enMuseum looks forward to addtrepreneurs, and the skills needed to
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